CRISIS ATOMESPHE

He said the decision to put the local unions under the jurisdiction of the national headquarters was made in a meeting Thursday. In the past, he explained, the locals had been allowed to act as if they were independent, but now they will be required to follow the orders of the national headquarters.

He also announced that a new steering committee had been formed to oversee the merger of the two unions. The committee will include representatives from both locals, as well as members of the national headquarters.

The decision was made after months of negotiation and consultation with members of the local unions. The hope is that the merger will bring greater efficiency and stability to the organization.

In conclusion, the president emphasized the importance of团结 and collaboration as the union moves forward. He urged all members to support the new steering committee and work together to achieve the goals of the merged union.

Suardly, we must seize this opportunity to promote the well-being of our members and strengthen our collective bargaining power.